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Ice Kissed *

My Life as a Book

Amanda Hocking

Janet Tashjian

In this series, we return to the world of Hocking's millioncopy bestselling Trylle trilogy... Bryn Aven is still struggling
with her burgeoning relationship with Ridley. She's also set
on completing her mission to find the missing Skojare
Queen. But when they do finally discover what happened,
Bryn finds out that things are much more complicated than
she'd originally thought. And as she gets closer to the truth,
Bryn is framed for the murder of the Kanin King himself.
She ends up on the run, as home holds too few answers
and no solutions.

Tor UK • PB • Romance & relationships stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781447256823

$16.99

Summer's finally here, and Derek Fallon is looking
forward to pelting the UPS truck with water balloons,
climbing onto the garage roof, and conducting silly
investigations. But when his parents decide to send him
to Learning Camp, Derek's dreams of fun come to an
end. Ever since he's been labeled a "reluctant reader,"
his mom has pushed him to read "real" books something other than his beloved Calvin & Hobbes. As
Derek forges unexpected friendships and uncovers a
family secret involving himself (in diapers! no less), he
realizes that adventures and surprises are around the
corner, complete with curve balls.

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780312672898

Don't Stay Up Late

All The Rage

R. L. Stine

Courtney Summers

R.L. Stine's hugely successful young adult horror series
Fear Street is back after almost 2 decades. Fear Street is a
worldwide phenomenon and helped to kick off the young
adult craze which is still going strong today. In the second
new book in this series, Don't Stay Up Late, Stine explores
the unbridled terror of a damaged young woman sent on a
doomed babysitting job.

Griffin • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250071620

$14.99

The sheriff's son, Kellan Turner, is not the golden boy
everyone thinks he is, and Romy Grey knows that for a
fact. Because no one wants to believe a girl from the
wrong side of town, the truth about him has cost her
everything - friends, family, and her community. Branded
a liar and bullied relentlessly by a group of kids she used
to hang out with, Romy's only refuge is the diner where
she works outside of town. No one knows her name or
her past there; she can finally be anonymous. But when a
girl with ties to both Romy and Kellan goes missing after
a party, and news of him assaulting another girl in a town
close by gets out, Romy must decide whether she wants
to fight or carry the burden of knowing more girls could
get hurt if she doesn't speak up.

Griffin • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250021915

Dream a Little Dream

The Lie Tree

Kerstin Gier

Frances Hardinge

A new trilogy brimming with mystery, humor, and romance
from New York Times bestselling author Kerstin Gier! Liv
has been dealing with a lot lately. She and her family have
just moved in with her mother's new boyfriend in London,
and she's starting over (again) at a new school. But Liv isn't
sure that explains her dreams, which have gone from odd
to... well, bizarre. Lately, her nighttime hours have been
filled with talking stone statues, mysterious corridors, and
creepy rituals conducted by four boys in a graveyard. The
strangest part is that Liv recognizes the boys. They're
classmates from her new school, and they seem to know
things about her that they couldn't possibly know...

Henry Holt • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781627790277

$24.99

$9.99

$24.99

Faith's father has been found dead under mysterious
circumstances, and as she is searching through his
belongings for clues she discovers a strange tree. The
tree only grows healthy and bears fruit if you whisper a lie
to it. The fruit of the tree, when eaten, will deliver a
hidden truth to the person who consumes it. The bigger
the lie, the more people who believe it, the bigger the
truth that is uncovered. Faith realizes that she is good at
lying and that the tree might hold the key to her father's
murder...

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447264101

$14.99

Moone Boy: The Blunder Years

Smart

Chris O'Dowd and Nick Vincent Murphy

Kim Slater

Successful film and TV star, Chris O' Dowd, collaborates
with friend and screenwriter Nick Vincent Murphy in this
hilarious, illustrated series. Martin Moone is eleven and
completely fed up with being the only boy in a family of
girls. He's desperate for a decent wingman to help him
navigate his idiotic life. So when best mate Padraic
suggests Martin get an imaginary friend - or 'IF' for short he decides to give it a go.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's / Teenage fiction & true stories

9781447270959

$14.99

Annika Riz, Math Whiz
Claudia Mills

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

$9.99

Dragonfall Mountain
The Invincible has been attacked, and all seems lost.
Dantar's only escape from his enemies is through the foulsmelling sewers of Savaria. Velza's plans to save him are
soon thwarted by three enormous dragons threatening to
set fire to the city. Can Dantar and Velza deliver the city
from danger?

Ford Street Publishing • PB • Fantasy & magical realism (Children's / Teenage)

$12.95

What the Jackdaw Saw
Julia Donaldson

$14.99

Stone Cold: Young Sherlock Holmes 7
Following his last thrilling adventure Sherlock Holmes has
been sent to live in Oxford to focus on his education. But
something strange is happening in the university
pathology labs. Body parts are being stolen from corpses
and are being posted one by one to an address in London.
What can these sinister goings-on mean, and what
message is someone trying to send? In an attempt to find
out, Sherlock follows the trail to a very sinister house deep
in the countryside. Can he get to the bottom of another
baffling mystery? Sherlock Holmes: think you know him?
Think again.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's / Teenage fiction & true stories

9781447228011

$16.99

Michael Hyde
Ben and Noah play on opposing teams in a footyobsessed town. They each dream of playing on the G and this is their make or break season. Tensions rise as
sledging goes too far. Will Noah lose his cool, and his
chance, in the face of prejudice? Will Ben reject racism
and forge his own path? Noah and Ben have the potential
to play in the AFL. It's up to each of them whether they
make it.

Ford Street Publishing • PB • Children's / Teenage fiction & true stories

9781925000993

$17.95

What the Jackdaw Saw
Julia Donaldson

The jackdaw wants all his friends to come to his party, but
when he calls out his invitation the animals just touch their
heads. Why won't they answer? And what do their actions
mean? Luckily a brown owl can help him with the puzzle!
This book about sign language features Julia Donaldson's
famously wonderful rhymes and a catchy chorus. It was
created by Julia in collaboration with a group of children
from the charity Life and Deaf (www.lifeanddeaf.co.uk)
which helps deaf children to explore their identities
through poetry, film, performance and art.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Picture Storybooks

9781447280835

9781447236672

Footy Dreaming

Paul Collins and Sean McMullen

9781925000931

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

Andrew Lane

Annika Riz loves math more than anything, so when she
hears about a Sudoku contest at the local public library,
she is determined to win it - maybe then her friends Kelsey
Green and Izzy Barr will see that math is just as cool as
reading and running. When the school carnival, the
biggest fund-raiser of the year, comes around, Annika
realizes her class booth is losing money by selling their
lemonade too cheaply. Annika embraces her math skills,
saves the day, and shows her friends that math can be
useful and even a bit of fun, too.

9781250056788

There's been a murder, but the police don't care. It was
only a homeless old man after all. Kieran cares. He's
made a promise, and when you say something out loud,
that means you're going to do it, for real. He's going to find
out what really happened. To Colin. And to his grandma,
who just stopped coming round one day. It's a good job
Kieran's a master of observation, and knows all the
detective tricks of the trade. But being a detective is
difficult when you're Kieran Woods. When you're amazing
at drawing but terrible at fitting in. And when there are
dangerous secrets everywhere, not just outside, but under
your own roof.

$24.99

The jackdaw wants all his friends to come to his party, but
when he calls out his invitation the animals just touch their
heads. Why won't they answer? And what do their actions
mean? Luckily a brown owl can help him with the puzzle!
This book about sign language features Julia Donaldson's
famously wonderful rhymes and a catchy chorus. It was
created by Julia in collaboration with a group of children
from the charity Life and Deaf (www.lifeanddeaf.co.uk)
which helps deaf children to explore their identities
through poetry, film, performance and art.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Storybooks

9781447280842

$14.99

The Giant of Jum
Elli Woollard
Look out children, the Giant of Jum is grumpy and hungry and he's off in search of a tasty
snack. And the tastiest of all is a boy known as Jack! But Jack and his friends don't see a
scary giant, they see a magically tall man - a man who can fetch lost balls and rescue cats
from trees! Perhaps this hungry giant is softer than he seems... An incredible rhyming text
and a brilliant, big-hearted twist on a classic fairy tale, this book sees the launch of a major
new picture book pairing: the uniquely talented author and poet, Elli Woollard, and awardwinning illustrator, Benji Davies. Also contains an important message for all: don't eat kids,
eat cake!

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Picture Books

9781 44725473 7

$22.99

Gruffalo Anniversary 2 Book & 1 CD Slipcase Pack

The Giant of Jum
Elli Woollard
Look out children, the Giant of Jum is grumpy and hungry and he's off in search of a tasty
snack. And the tastiest of all is a boy known as Jack! But Jack and his friends don't see a
scary giant, they see a magically tall man - a man who can fetch lost balls and rescue cats
from trees! Perhaps this hungry giant is softer than he seems... An incredible rhyming text
and a brilliant, big-hearted twist on a classic fairy tale, this book sees the launch of a major
new picture book pairing: the uniquely talented author and poet, Elli Woollard, and awardwinning illustrator, Benji Davies. Also contains an important message for all: don't eat kids,
eat cake!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

978 14472547 44

$14.99

Sharing a Shell

Julia Donaldson

Julia Donaldson

Two paperback picture books in a foiled anniversary slipcase with CD: 1 x 9780333910937
The Gruffalo 1 x 9781405020466 The Gruffalo's Child 1 x 9781447279396 The Gruffalo
CD

When the litte hermit crab finds a shiny new shell, at first he doesn't want to share it -- not
with a blobby purple anemone and a tickly bristleworm, anyway! Join Crab, Blob and Brush
in a story of sea, shells, and friendship -- and all about learning how to share. Now
available as a chunky board book with a glittery cover that's perfect for younger readers,
Sharing a Shell was the first ever story from the bestselling picture-book pairing of Julia
Donaldson and Lydia Monks, who have since gone on to create such classics as What
The Ladybird Heard and The Singing Mermaid.

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

9781 44727942 6

$29.99

The Singing Mermaid
Julia Donaldson
The singing mermaid is tempted away from her home at Silversands to join the circus. The
audiences love her but the poor mermaid, kept in a tank by the wicked circus owner Sam
Sly, soon longs to return to the freedom of the sea. Will she ever escape? This beautiful,
lyrical picture book from the creators of the bestselling What The Ladybird Heard is now
available as a glittery board book - perfect for younger readers.

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

9781 44728550 2

$14.99

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

978 03305225 02

$14.99

Chocolate Mousse for Greedy Goose
Julia Donaldson
Good manners aren't on the menu at this meal. Duck won't eat his carrots. Moth's eating
the cloth, and Sheep would rather sleep than wash the dishes. Thank goodness some of
the animals know how to behave. Even the smallest toddler will enjoy the wonderfully silly
animal antics in this book - you've never been to a dinner party like it! Trademark Julia
Donaldson rhymes and rhythms are perfect to read aloud, and Nick Sharratt's mischievous
and funny illustrations make this bright and playful book a sure winner. Just right for
toddlers!

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

978 14472878 89

$14.99

Hippo Has A Hat

Animal Music

Julia Donaldson

Julia Donaldson

There's chaos in the clothes shop when the animals go on a glorious shopping spree.
Zebra's zip is stuck and Toad's tracksuit is far too big, but Flamingo finds a stylish bag, and
Caterpillar's shoes are really cool. Even the smallest toddler will enjoy the wonderfully silly
animal antics in this book, so join in the fun -- you've never seen a fashion show like it!
Trademark Julia Donaldson rhymes and rhythms are perfect to read aloud, and Nick
Sharratt's mischievous and funny illustrations make this bright and playful book a sure
winner. Just right for toddlers!

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

9781 44728789 6

$14.99

One Mole Digging A Hole

There's harmony in the air when the animals get together to make music and put on a
concert with a difference! Koala's playing his flute, Badger's bashing away on the drums
and Squirrel's strumming on the guitar. Even the smallest toddler will enjoy the wonderfully
silly animal antics in this book, so join in and sing and dance along - you've never been to
a gig like it! Trademark Julia Donaldson rhymes and rhythms accompanied by Nick
Sharratt's mischievous and funny illustrations make this bright and playful book a sure
winner. Now available as a sturdy board book - perfect for younger readers. Perfect for
reading out loud!

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

978 14472767 91

$14.99

Goat Goes to Playgroup

Julia Donaldson

Julia Donaldson

All the animals are busy lending a hand in the garden in this lively numbers book! The
parrots are pulling up carrots, the foxes are filling boxes and a swarm of bees are pruning
the trees with their miniature shears. Even the smallest toddler will enjoy the wonderfully
silly animal antics in this book, so join in and count along -gardening has never been so
much fun! Trademark Julia Donaldson rhymes and rhythms are perfect to read aloud, and
Nick Sharratt's mischievous and funny illustrations make this bright and playful book a sure
winner. Just right for toddlers!

There's a commotion in the classroom as Goat and the other animals spend the day at
playgroup. The musical instruments and the dressing up box are lots of fun, but - oh dear! Goat gets into a muddle or two. Even the smallest toddler will enjoy the wonderfully silly
animal antics in this book - the ideal story for any child starting at, or already attending, a
playgroup or nursery. Trademark Julia Donaldson rhymes and rhythms are perfect to read
aloud, and Nick Sharratt's mischievous and funny illustrations make this bright and playful
book a sure winner. Just right for toddlers!

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

9781 44728790 2

$14.99

Toddle Waddle
Julia Donaldson
There's a hullabaloo at the seaside when a toddler takes his friends on a stroll to the end
of the pier. There are buzzing bees, bicycle bells and a whole beachful of noisy fun. Even
the smallest toddler will enjoy the wonderfully silly sounds in this book, so join in and
waddle along - you've never been on a walk like it! The trademark Julia Donaldson rhymes
and rhythms in this cumulative story are perfect to read aloud, and Nick Sharratt's
mischievous and funny illustrations make this bright and playful book a sure winner. Just
right for toddlers!

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

9781 44728792 6

$14.99

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

978 14472879 19

$14.99

One Ted Falls Out of Bed
Julia Donaldson
When Ted falls out of bed, three tearaway mice whisk him off on a breathtaking adventure.
They zoom around in fast cars, go on a balloon ride and climb a building-block mountain.
It's all very exciting, but will Ted ever get back to his bed? This book's counting theme is
woven perfectly into a magical, rhythmic text by the former Children's Laureate and author
of The Gruffalo, Julia Donaldson, and is beautifully illustrated by Anna Currey.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

978 14472661 43

$14.99

The Something

Aunt Amelia

Rebecca Cobb

Rebecca Cobb

When a little boy's ball disappears down a mysterious hole in the garden, he can't stop
thinking about what could be down there - a little mouse's house? The lair of a hungry
troll? Or maybe even a dragon's den. Whatever it may be, he's determined to find out! A
glorious imaginative adventure from the award-winning creator of Aunt Amelia and
Lunchtime, and illustrator of The Paper Dolls, written by Julia Donaldson.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781 44727181 9

$14.99

When Mum and Dad go away for the night, Aunt Amelia comes to look after one very cross
little girl and boy. They do NOT want to be looked after and, even worse, Mum has left a
list of boring instructions. But Aunt Amelia turns out to be rather different from expected...
and a LOT more fun! This charmingly funny, warm and beautiful new story from the hugely
talented creator of The Paper Dolls is now available as a board book. Gorgeous
illustrations accompany sweet, funny, friendly text - every child (and adult!) will wish for an
aunt like Amelia!

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

978 14472768 07

$14.99

Oh Dear! Farm Animal Shapes
Rod Campbell

Dear Zoo Animal Shapes
Rod Campbell

Who has the eggs for Buster's breakfast? Not the pig, the sheep or the cow... oh dear!
Even the very youngest Oh Dear! fans can enjoy turning the die-cut pages of this sturdy
board book to discover the different shapes of all their favourite farm animals from the
original story. Look out for Oh Dear! Farm Animal Shapes, available as a board book and
a buggy book.

An elephant? Too big! A giraffe? Too tall! A puppy? Perfect! Even the very youngest Dear
Zoo fans can enjoy turning the die-cut pages of this sturdy board book to discover the
different shapes of all their favourite animals from the original story. What will the zoo send
you? Look out for Oh Dear! Animal Shapes - a first book of farm animals!

Macmillan Children's Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

Macmillan Children's Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781 44728254 9

$14.99

My Daddy
Julia Hubery
There are so many dads in the world, and they are all different. From Kangaroo Dad who is
great at bouncing to Tiger Dad who has the scariest roar, every dad is brilliant. But whose
daddy is the best? This fun and playful celebration of all dads, everywhere, is now
available as a chunky board book with a shiny foiled cover. The perfect Father's Day gift
for children - and their daddies!

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Storybooks

9781 44728270 9

$14.99

Mimi's Magical Fairy Friends
Clare Bevan
It's a dull, rainy spring day in Fairy Land. There's only one thing that will brighten things up
- Mimi and her friends need to paint a rainbow. But the magic paintbrushes are missing!
With a sprinkling of magic, maybe Catkin the fairy kitten will be able to help... The first title
in a brand new series of fairies and friendship. With a removable pop-up fairy and animal in
each book, plus gorgeous glittery covers, it's the perfect series to collect. You'll want them
all!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781 44727701 9

$14.99

Puppy Power
Anna Wilson
Life has been a bit Yawnsome since I, Summer Holly Love, trained my golden Labrador,
Honey, to become a Doggy of Well-Behaved and Quietish Proportions. Which is why it's so
faberoony-tastic that Honey is expecting her VERY OWN LITTER of pups! Now that she is
a mum-to-be, her eating habits have gone loop-the-loop crazy, and she keeps building
Strange Nests all over our house. Meanwhile, I am having to sort out my sister's Love
Dramas with her boyfriend, Nick the vet, who has been spending rather a lot of time with
his new nurse, Felicity Shufflebottom. Will the arrival of Honey's tiny pups make everyone
happier or will our household simply dissolve into Mayhem and Chaos?

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781 44727613 5

$14.99

Pup Idol
Anna Wilson
I hope everyone out there will know by now about how I, Summer Holly Love, finally
persuaded my mum to let me have a wonderful golden Labrador puppy of my own named
Honey. (If you are not aware of this, you can read all about it in The Puppy Plan, a
fascinating and frankly gripping account of the Said Event.) Anyway, things have Moved
On since those early days of dog-ownership. Honey went through a bit of a Difficult Phase
recently, developing a taste for shoes (mainly flip-flops) and terrorizing dinner guests. So,
to help her through her Awkward Adolescence, I dutifully (and brilliantly) trained her at
Obedience Class and in the garden. And, hurrah! Honey's amazing talents shone through
just in time for our School Talent Content, where we performed our 'Pup Idol' star act - and
became Famous Celebrities in Our Own Right!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781 44727982 2

$14.99

Busy Farm Cloth Book *
Priddy Books

A first cloth book about the farm, with bold, stimulating images and colours. Cuddly fleece
cover has an appliquéd sheep with a soft, fluffy tummy to touch. Packaged in a high-quality
gift box with a ribbon handle.

Priddy Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781 78341104 7

$9.99

978 14472827 85

$14.99

The ABC Animal Orchestra
Donald Saaf
Aardvarks play accordions Butterflies strum banjos Chimpanzees crash cymbals
Preschoolers can learn their ABCs with this terrific alphabet primer. The fresh, alliterative
text highlights the actions of the animals as they play their instruments from around the
world. The expressive artwork also features many other words that begin with the letter
showcased in each spread, making this an interactive seek-and-find book.

Henry Holt • HB • Picture Books

978 08050907 27

$22.99

The Puppy Plan
Anna Wilson
In my life I have wished a million thousand times for a puppy, so I was officially over the
moon when I finally obtained Parental Consent to get Honey - the most absolutely softest
and velvetest golden Labrador you have ever imagined. Since she moved in we have had
some extremely funny adventures while dealing with my weird sister April's frankly
unfortunate love crush on Honey's vet. It has all been rather manic, but luckily I am an
expert in Defusing the Tension and Staying Ahead of the Game when it comes to this sort
of situation, as you will see. This is the first book in a precisely charming new series about
me and Honey.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

978 14472761 11

$14.99

Puppy Party
Anna Wilson
Mum has given Summer two weeks to plan a surprise party for her glamorous older sister
April. Summer realizes that it is also her dog Honey's birthday that week - and therefore
decides to plan a joint party. She decides not to mention the whole 'puppy' part of the Plan
to anyone except her most bestest friend, Molly Cook. Cut to party day and Utter Mayhem
is slowly unfolding. Someone tries a dog biscuit thinking it's a trendy new kind of crisp;
Honey and her doggy guests are tugging on the tablecloth, tearing open presents and
trashing the house. Meanwhile April - who has been told to keep away until the last minute
- is becoming more and more Over Dramatical and Suspicious. How will she react to the
canine takeover of her special day?

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

978 14472761 59

$14.99

Poems from the Second World War
Gaby Morgan
Poems from the Second World War is a moving and powerful collection of poems written
by soldiers, nurses, mothers, sweethearts and family and friends who experienced WWII
from different standpoints. The Imperial War Museum was founded in 1917 to collect and
display material relating to the 'Great War', which was still being fought. Today IWM is
unique in its coverage of conflicts, especially those involving Britain and the
Commonwealth, from the First World War to the present. They seek to provide for, and to
encourage, the study and understanding of the history of modern war and wartime
experience.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Poetry (Children's / Teenage)

978 14472849 94

$19.99

Playtown Airport *
Playtown

It's another busy day at Playtown Airport! From the bustling terminal, to special airport
emergency services, and ground crew preparing planes for takeoff, children will be
fascinated to discover how an airport works. The highly detailed, illustrated scenes are
packed with people to meet and things to look for and find. With over 70 flaps to lift which
reveal cross-sections and information about what is happening in the scenes above.

Priddy Books • Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books

978 17834111 39

$12.99

